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Nedo Angle Finders
 

Nedo angle finders Winkeltronic Easy, Winkel-
 tronic and Winkelfix are designed to measure 
 and transfer angles quickly, precisely and with 

 the utmost ease. Simply place the shanks in 
 position and the angle is accurately shown in 
 degrees on the display. 

Two integral spirit levels ensure true horizontal 
 and vertical positioning. 

 While the Winkelfix models are equipped with 
 an analog display, the Winkeltronic Easy and

 Winkeltronic show the measured angles digi-
 tally on a large, easy to read display.

Analog display
 

Digital display
 

You too wil l f ind measuring and transferring angles easier when using the Nedo Winkeltronic 
 Easy, the Winkeltronic or one of the Nedo Winkelfix models.

Winkeltronic Easy

Angle finder with digital read-off.
 

The handy dimensions with a shank length of 
 less than 16", the low weight and the large, easy- 

 to-read display, make the Winkeltronic Easy an
 ideal helper on the construction site, especially 
 for interior outfitt ing or measuring bay windows.

Resolution: 0.1°
 Accuracy: ± 0.2°
 Hold function to keep a measured value 

 on the display
 Zero adjustment at any given shank 

 position
 Integral horizontal and vertical spirit levels

 Automatic switch-off function can be
 deactivated

 Supplied with carrying bag

Winkeltronic Easy Ref.-No. 405 100
 

Nedo Winkeltronic Easy
 

Ref.-No. Length of shanks Resolution Measuring range Weight
405 100 15 3/4" (400 mm) 0.1° 0° to 200° 1.4 lbs

Winkeltronic
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Angle finder with digital read-off.
 

Winkeltronic is an ideal helper on the construction 
 site, especially for interior outfitt ing or measuring 
 bay windows: Precisely measure and transfer 

 angles with an accuracy of ±0.1°. The handling is 
 very easy thanks to the symmetrical arrangement 
 of shanks and the large, easy-to-read display.

Resolution: 0.05°
 Accuracy: ± 0.1°
 Il luminated display

 Automatic switch-off after 3 minutes of non-use
 Hold functions keep a value on the display

 Zero adjustment at any shank angle
 Integrated horizontal and vertical spirit levels

 Power supply: 4 x 1.5 V (AA) batteries or 
 4 x 1.2 V rechargeable batteries

 Supplied with case as a standard

Winkeltronic Ref.-No. 405 316-185
 

Nedo Winkeltronic
 

Ref.-No. Length of shanks Resolution Measuring range Weight
405 316-185 23 2/3" (600 mm) 0.05° 0° to 355° 3.3 lbs

Nedo Winkelfix

Angle finder with analog display. 
 

Very easy-to-use: Simply place the Winkelfix in position and read off the angle rapidly and 
 accurately from the display (in degrees). Available in different sizes.

Resolution: 1°
 Accuracy: ± 0.25°

 Integral horizontal and vertical spirit levels
 Supplied with carrying bag

                    mini                   shorty                    maxi
 

Nedo Winkelfix
 

Ref.-No. Length of shanks Graduations Measuring range Compass points
500 101-185 shorty 12" (305 mm) degrees 0° to 180° no
450 111-185 mini 17" (430 mm) degrees 0° to 180° no
500 111-185 maxi 23" (600 mm) degrees 0° to 180° yes
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Cases for Winkelfix
 


